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With the recent years’ rapid development of
the leisure economy, an increasing number of
cities focus on the development of leisure
industry. However, traditional leisure industry
planning does often not consider wider
sustainability goals or negative environmental
impacts. It becomes an urgent issue for
government, planners and scholars to find
more scientific methodology and develop
theory from empirical case studies to solve this.
To contribute to a more ecological leisure
industry, this study sought a scientific
methodology for ecological leisure industry
planning by applying large datasets. We use
point-of-interest data (POI) and spatial syntax
to account for effects for the urban road
network. This is incorporated in a GIS-AHP
approach, developing this method further. We
demonstrate the method in the case the leisure
industry in Shapingba District of Chongqing,
China. We apply a comparative analysis of the
results of site selection of ecological leisure
industry and the existing spatial layout. We
concluded: 1) Traffic accessibility has
significance for spatial layout and structure of
ecological leisure industry.2) Taking full
consideration of ecology in the actual ecological
leisure industrial layout. 3) Network spatial
structure is future development direction of
ecological leisure industrial.
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Fig1.location of study area

Figure 2. General layout of leisure 
industry development in Shapingba
District. Source：Shapingba District 

Tourism Bureau 

Methodology
The research procedures were as follows (Fig.3 presents the flowchart of the site selection model of ecological leisure industry):

Fig3. Flowchart of the site selection model of ecological leisure industry
The GIS-AHP method integrates the characteristics of AHP and GIS, maintaining the advantages of each other solving spatial decision
problems. We use POI and spatial syntax to improve the GIS-AHP method. From thewhole methodological process, the most
important part is data analysis which comprises two key steps: (1) Constructing an analytic hierarchy process model (2) Spatial
analysis combining AHP and GIS and spatial syntax and POI data.

Fig6. Classification of the ecological
leisure industry lands suitability 

evaluationin Shapingba, Chongqing, China

Fig7. The suitability map for
ecological leisure industry

in Shapingba, Chongqing, China

Fig8. The site selection results
and distribution of existing leisure

industry in Shapingba, Chongqing, China
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Fig4. The site selection model of ecological leisure industry

Fig5. The outcome of criteria analysis

Outcome of analyze

We conducted expert interviews to set up the leisure
industry development environment suitability model
(LIDES). This model regards natural ecological
environment as much important as artificial environment.

Although the selection of impact factor are mainly based
on the goals of, the leisure industry development
environment suitability model in the improved AHP and a
large amount of work has also been done to conduct
literature research and experts interview surveys. There
are also cases where the evaluation index are irrational or
missed. In addition, as for expert score method used in
index weighted, this method are criticized by lacking
objectivity, even though experts are person whose
research or work field is related to our research.
Therefore, indicators should be more scientific and
quantitative in the future.

Several index including park square, scenic spots,
commercial impact and industrial impact are captured on
Baidu POI data which are rasterized according to the
evaluation criteria (Tab 6). Subsequently the raster data
is analyzed by buffer analysis in GIS, and the results of
each index are obtained by reclassification as above
mentioned. Taking the most complicated factor for
example; the traffic environment is processed by spatial
syntax. First of all, dealing with the traffic data, it use Arc
GIS 10.2 software to extract all the main roads and some
secondary roads and rail transit network in the road
network planning of Chongqing city master plan (2007-
2020), which are vectorized and digitized and then
converted to dxf. Format files which are imported in
Depthmap for spatial syntax-dependent variables
calculation and then saved them as mif. Format files. In
this paper, 200 m× 200 m is set as the pixel size and five
spatial syntactic parameters are defined. Then, the spatial
syntax calculation results are imported into the model.
The kernel density estimation method is used in the GIS
platform to convert the linear data into the surface raster
data, which is the distribution of nuclear density (Fig.5).


